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THE CREATION of the world’s preeminent Fantasy Role-Playing Game (FRPG), Dungeons &
Dragons, is one of the most fascinating tales to be told in all the shared histories of
entertainment, play and game design. Two very different men, David Lance Arneson and Ernest
Gary Gygax, undertook an unprecedented collaboration which gifted us — as their shared
legacy — with one of the most intriguing games the world has yet experienced. Their game did
not just simulate one isolate corner of reality; it dared to encompass the entirety of all realms of
adventure, the consensual playground of the human imagination.HAWK & MOOR tells the story
of Dave and Gary, and the many other people whose efforts gave first life to the game we know
and love today. Arneson had spectacular ideas, but Gygax knew how to refine them.
Collaboration soon turned to conflict as Arneson believed his game was being taken from him,
and Gygax crystallized systems where incomprehensible riddles had stood before. Both men
were creative geniuses, but the game they created from Gygax’s Chainmail (1971) was the end
result not only of their teamwork, but also of their clashes and disagreements.HAWK & MOOR
Book IV: Of Demons and Fallen Idols tells the tale of 1976, when the Original D&D game
reached its fullest form and the designs of both Basic D&D (with Dr. John Eric Holmes) and
Advanced Dungeons & Dragons (without Dave Arneson) finally began. This tome includes the
last known tales of Lord Robilar, and features further adventures chronicling The Monk With No
Name, the Striped Mage of Greyhawk, and Mordenkainen’s journey with Robilar to the City of
the Gods.Other major events featured herein include: the opening of the Dungeon Hobby Shop;
more chronicles of the Blackmoor campaign; Dave Arneson’s time and tribulations with TSR; the
publications of Eldritch Wizardry, Gods, Demi-Gods & Heroes, and Swords & Spells; the design
and release of the Lankhmar game with Fritz Leiber and Harry Fischer (the Gray Mouser); the
publication of Metamorphosis Alpha; the dawn of The Dragon; the celebrations of Gen Con IX
and Origins II; the rise of Judges Guild and the City-State of the Invincible Overlord; and the
classic dungeons featured in Palace of the Vampire Queen, Expedition to the Barrier Peaks, The
Dungeoneer #1, and The Lost Caverns of Tsojconth. An elaborate chronology of these and
many other events from 1976 is included as an appendix for easy reference as well.HAWK &
MOOR Book Four: Of Demons and Fallen Idols includes 65,200 words on over 200 pages,
supported by 416 footnotes and annotations. Prepare yourself, take up torch and sword. Come
along and experience an unprecedented journey into the Golden Age!
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reading! DESCRIPTION THE CREATION of the world’s preeminent Fantasy Role-Playing Game
(FRPG), Dungeons & Dragons, is one of the most fascinating tales to be told in all the shared
histories of entertainment, play and game design. Two very different men, David Lance Arneson
and Ernest Gary Gygax, undertook an unprecedented collaboration which gifted us — as their
shared legacy — with one of the most intriguing games the world has yet experienced. Their
game did not just simulate one isolate corner of reality; it dared to encompass the entirety of all
realms of adventure, the consensual playground of the human imagination.HAWK & MOOR tells



the story of Dave and Gary, and the many other people whose efforts gave first life to the game
we know and love today. Arneson had spectacular ideas, but Gygax knew how to refine them.
Collaboration soon turned to conflict as Arneson believed his game was being taken from him,
and Gygax crystallized systems where incomprehensible riddles had stood before. Both men
were creative geniuses, but the game they created from Gygax’s Chainmail (1971) was the end
result not only of their teamwork, but also of their clashes and disagreements.HAWK & MOOR
Book IV: Of Demons and Fallen Idols tells the tale of 1976, when the Original D&D game
reached its fullest form and the designs of both Basic D&D (with Dr. John Eric Holmes) and
Advanced Dungeons & Dragons (without Dave Arneson) finally began. This tome includes the
last known tales of Lord Robilar, and features further adventures chronicling The Monk With No
Name, the Striped Mage of Greyhawk, and Mordenkainen’s journey with Robilar to the City of
the Gods.Other major events featured herein include: the opening of the Dungeon Hobby Shop;
more chronicles of the Blackmoor campaign; Dave Arneson’s time and tribulations with TSR; the
publications of Eldritch Wizardry, Gods, Demi-Gods & Heroes, and Swords & Spells; the design
and release of the Lankhmar game with Fritz Leiber and Harry Fischer (the Gray Mouser); the
publication of Metamorphosis Alpha; the dawn of The Dragon; the celebrations of Gen Con IX
and Origins II; the rise of Judge’s Guild and the City State of the Invincible Overlord; and the
classic dungeons featured in Palace of the Vampire Queen, Expedition to the Barrier Peaks, The
Dungeoneer #1, and The Lost Caverns of Tsojconth. An elaborate chronology of these and
many other events from 1976 is included as an appendix for easy reference as well.HAWK &
MOOR Book Four: Of Demons and Fallen Idols includes 70,800 words on over 360 pages,
supported by 458 footnotes and annotations. Prepare yourself, take up torch and sword. Come
along and experience an unprecedented journey into the Golden Age! DEDICATION Swords
Held High in RemembranceFor the Real FafhrdAnd the Real Gray Mouser, ~ Fritz Reuter Leiber,
Jr.&Harry Otto Fischer. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS A BOOK like this is never written by a single
person without significant contributions from many other kind, insightful and respect-worthy
people. Some of these esteemed individuals contributed through their own diligent
volunteerism, while others aided my efforts indirectly with their generous public engagement of
the D&D and FRPG fan communities. This book is the culmination not only of hundreds of
books, magazines, and interviews; it also comprises a living and ever-growing record of the
thousands of scattered Internet blog entries, sub-pages and forum postings which have hidden
away much of the true history of Dungeons & Dragons.Special thanks are due to my beta
readers, including Andrew (aeakett), Axel (aia), Carl (cdenham), Carl (gyg), David (faro), David
(Thunderdave), John (Gnat the Beggar), Mark (Mars), Matt (nesbit37), and Ron (rredmond), for
their comments, support and recommendations. Constructive criticisms provided by Dan
Boggs, Robert Conley, Jon Peterson, Sauromatian, Stratochamp, and others have also been
very helpful as well.I am grateful and happy to thank Jeff Berry, Mike Carr, Ernie Gygax Jr., Luke
Gygax, Tim Kask, Rob Kuntz, Len Lakofka, Steve Marsh, Frank Mentzer, Mike Mornard, Greg
Svenson and James M. Ward for their extremely helpful blog and forum posts which have helped



to illuminate many of the darker corners of D&D’s early days. Their generously shared
experiences, revealing much about the earliest games in those years which I now term the
Golden Age, were the primary inspirations for this book.The following individuals conducted
interviews with Dave Arneson, Gary Gygax, Tim Kask, and/or Rob Kuntz, which were also very
helpful in creating the foundation for this work: Barbara A. Blackburn, Martin Brown, Andrew S.
Bub, Alex Handy, Anne F. Jaffe, Jeremy L. C. Jones, David Kushner, Robin D. Laws, Scott Lynch,
Frank Mentzer, Allen Rausch, Ciro Alessandro Sacco, Sam Sloan, Harvey Smith, Ben Sones,
Michael O. Varhola and Allen Varney. Please note that this is an incomplete list due to some
partial attributions within the available materials, and I hope to add to it further in the
future.Further, many bloggers provided excellent resource materials through their ongoing sites
which were extremely helpful to me, including Joseph Bloch (of the Greyhawk Grognard blog),
Dan Boggs (Aldarron) (of the Hidden in Shadows blog), Allan Grohe (Grodog of Greyhawk),
Chris Kutalik (of the Hill Cantons blog), Jon Peterson (via his Playing at the World blog), Sham
aka Dave (of Sham’s Grog & Blog), Zach “Zenopus” H. (of the Zenopus Archives), and Jason
Zavoda (of the Hall of the Mountain King Blog). Bill Owen’s history of the Judge’s Guild, and
associated forum posts, were very helpful as well. A special shout out goes to Michael Popham
of the Horror Incorporated Project as well for his outstanding summaries of Twin Cities “Creature
Feature” movie showings in the early 1970s. The Tome of Treasures website, in addition,
displays significant resources which allowed me to fill many of the proverbial “blank spaces in
the map” concerning the early years of pre-Dungeons & Dragons history.Scott “Foulfoot” of the
Acaeum.com is also to be thanked for allowing my ongoing coordination of beta readers and
commentators for this manuscript via his website forums. Please feel free to join our discussion
in the Acaeum General Forum. Further, I am grateful to: the administrators of the Blackmoor
Comeback Inn; Paul Stormberg’s esteemed Collector’s Trove; the endlessly-valuable
Dragonsfoot and ENWorld forums, which archive much of the fan correspondence shared by
Gary Gygax; the Knights & Knaves Alehouse; and the ODD74 Proboards. These valuable
resources possess, via their forums, excellent archives of crucial anecdotes and historical posts
pertaining to the early Greyhawk and Blackmoor campaigns.Without all of you and the generous
availability of your works and research, this book could not exist. I sincerely thank you all for
your generous sharing, memories, and contributions to the cause! BOOK IV OF
DEMONSANDFALLEN IDOLS TABLE OF CONTENTS Page 1423 ~ TitlePage 1427 ~
DescriptionPage 1429 ~ DedicationPage 1431 ~ AcknowledgementsPage 1437 ~ Table of
Contents ~ Page 1443 ~ Chapter 34: The Wild RidePage 1473 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to
Chapter 34 ~
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Dragonsfoot and ENWorld forums, which archive much of the fan correspondence shared by
Gary Gygax; the Knights & Knaves Alehouse; and the ODD74 Proboards. These valuable
resources possess, via their forums, excellent archives of crucial anecdotes and historical posts
pertaining to the early Greyhawk and Blackmoor campaigns.Without all of you and the generous
availability of your works and research, this book could not exist. I sincerely thank you all for
your generous sharing, memories, and contributions to the cause! BOOK IV OF
DEMONSANDFALLEN IDOLS TABLE OF CONTENTS Page 1423 ~ TitlePage 1427 ~
DescriptionPage 1429 ~ DedicationPage 1431 ~ AcknowledgementsPage 1437 ~ Table of
Contents ~ Page 1443 ~ Chapter 34: The Wild RidePage 1473 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to
Chapter 34 ~ Page 1479 ~ Chapter 35: Heroes Old and NewPage 1503 ~ Footnotes and
Annotations to Chapter 35 ~ Page 1509 ~ Chapter 36: Summoning DemonsPage 1531 ~
Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 36 ~ Page 1537 ~ Chapter 37: The Great SchismPage
1563 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 37 ~ Page 1571 ~ Chapter 38: Shards of Science
FantasyPage 1599 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 38 ~ Page 1605 ~ Chapter 39: The
Dragon’s DawningPage 1627 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 39 ~ Page 1631 ~
Chapter 40: Upstarts, Dark Elves, and VampiresPage 1665 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to
Chapter 40 ~ Page 1671 ~ Chapter 41: Con Wars II: The QuickeningPage 1703 ~ Footnotes
and Annotations to Chapter 41 ~ Page 1709 ~ Chapter 42: Judicious DecreesPage 1749 ~
Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 42 ~ Page 1757 ~ Appendix: The Dungeons & Dragons
Chronicle: A Timeline for the Year 1976Page 1781 ~ About the AuthorPage 1785 ~ Other Books
by Kent David Kelly THE SAGACONTINUES … WELCOME! Please note that this is Book IV in
a continuing saga, exploring the early history of Fantasy Role-Playing Games in general, and
Dungeons & Dragons in particular. This book can be read and enjoyed on its own. However,
you will find it a much richer and more rewarding experience if you read the other books in
addition to this one.Chapters 1 through 10 of this series can be found in HAWK & MOOR, Book
I: The Dragon Rises (featuring the events of 1968-1972), and Chapters 11 through 20
(1972-1974) are found in Book II: The Dungeons Deep. Chapters 21 through 33 (1973-1975)
are found in Book III: Lands and Worlds Afar. All of these books are available from Wonderland
Imprints, as singular books and in a fuller trilogy volume as well.Herein with chapter 34, we
embark on a wild journey in which TSR grew from a basement industry to a full-fledged business
that dominated the field of adventure gaming. Gary was forced to scale back his activity in the
Greyhawk campaign, which Rob Kuntz took over. Gary would soon be assisted by Rob, Tim
Kask, James Ward, Dave Arneson, David Megarry, Mike Carr, David C. Sutherland III, Harry
Fischer, Fritz Leiber, and many others as he sought to make TSR the one defining force involved
in publishing games of the imagination. Blackmoor and Tékumel intertwined, while TSR
prepared to define the demon-infested realms of Eldritch Wizardry … CHAPTER 34 THE WILD
RIDE 
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FantasyPage 1599 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 38 ~ Page 1605 ~ Chapter 39: The
Dragon’s DawningPage 1627 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 39 ~ Page 1631 ~
Chapter 40: Upstarts, Dark Elves, and VampiresPage 1665 ~ Footnotes and Annotations to
Chapter 40 ~ Page 1671 ~ Chapter 41: Con Wars II: The QuickeningPage 1703 ~ Footnotes
and Annotations to Chapter 41 ~ Page 1709 ~ Chapter 42: Judicious DecreesPage 1749 ~
Footnotes and Annotations to Chapter 42 ~ Page 1757 ~ Appendix: The Dungeons & Dragons
Chronicle: A Timeline for the Year 1976Page 1781 ~ About the AuthorPage 1785 ~ Other Books
by Kent David Kelly THE SAGACONTINUES … WELCOME! Please note that this is Book IV in
a continuing saga, exploring the early history of Fantasy Role-Playing Games in general, and
Dungeons & Dragons in particular. This book can be read and enjoyed on its own. However,
you will find it a much richer and more rewarding experience if you read the other books in
addition to this one.Chapters 1 through 10 of this series can be found in HAWK & MOOR, Book
I: The Dragon Rises (featuring the events of 1968-1972), and Chapters 11 through 20
(1972-1974) are found in Book II: The Dungeons Deep. Chapters 21 through 33 (1973-1975)
are found in Book III: Lands and Worlds Afar. All of these books are available from Wonderland
Imprints, as singular books and in a fuller trilogy volume as well.Herein with chapter 34, we
embark on a wild journey in which TSR grew from a basement industry to a full-fledged business
that dominated the field of adventure gaming. Gary was forced to scale back his activity in the
Greyhawk campaign, which Rob Kuntz took over. Gary would soon be assisted by Rob, Tim
Kask, James Ward, Dave Arneson, David Megarry, Mike Carr, David C. Sutherland III, Harry
Fischer, Fritz Leiber, and many others as he sought to make TSR the one defining force involved
in publishing games of the imagination. Blackmoor and Tékumel intertwined, while TSR
prepared to define the demon-infested realms of Eldritch Wizardry … CHAPTER 34 THE WILD
RIDE (JANUARY –MARCH 1976) AN ICY DAWNING. TSR was about to experience an
incredible, wild, and crazily successful year. At the very cold beginning of 1976, Terry Kuntz —
likely still exhausted from having converted the ‘grey house’ at 723 Williams into a mostly
workable headquarters building for TSR — was busily preparing for the spring opening of the
Dungeon Hobby Shop. He was helping to fill the ever-incoming orders for products, and would
soon be running the front counter too. [34-1]The old house was not a perfect business location,
although it was a quirky, familial and charming one. And perhaps, considering the informal yet
ambitious nature of TSR as the operation moved out of Gary’s basement, it was exactly what
everyone would need. “Things at the office were hectic,” Gary once wrote, “but not chaotic. We
were all crowded into an old house, a game shop taking up much of the ground floor, shipping in
the former kitchen, inventory on the front porch and in the basement, and the offices upstairs on
the first floor.” [34-2]The place was extremely busy, and crowded from the beginning. Not all of
the occupants were human, however. As then-future Dragon Editor-in-Chief Kim Mohan once



noted, the grey house was filled with “mice in the walls, mice in the halls, mice in the floor, mice
galore.” [34-3] But it was home to a lot of good and creative people, and that is enough to give it
an endearing and enduring aura, is it not?And soon, a new friend would be moving into Terry’s
apartment complex as well: David Lance Arneson. Dave was about to relocate to another
apartment situated on Wisconsin Street, and thence he would begin working at TSR HQ.
[34-4]Arneson had been very busy tying things up in the Twin Cities before the move. He, along
with several other game masters, had been running the growing Blackmoor campaign
throughout 1974 and 1975. (It seems that the campaign would fizzle out in late 1975 with Dave’s
departure, only to be revitalized later on.) We do possess a few tantalizing glimpses of the later
games in this campaign before Dave left his wonderful Blackmoor Bunch behind, which I would
like to share here before we usher and so relinquish much of the legacy of Blackmoor to the
mists of time. Come along, if you will, for another fragmentary journey into the frozen lands … * *
* * * The hints of mid-70s Blackmoor are cryptic and elusive.A single aside in The First Fantasy
Campaign [34-5] reads, “Recently, during the great Vampire Hunt, a cache of several hundred
gold pieces was discovered in one of the crypts [beneath Castle Blackmoor] but promptly
vanished for no apparent reason.” This is likely a reference to several players’ characters allying
together to remove a long-term thorn in Castle Blackmoor’s side, Sir Fang the fearsome Vampire
Lord.Arneson also noted that in 1975, the characters played by the Snider brothers (John and
Richard) had dared to make an expedition into the city of the “Father Dragon.” The city appears
to have been an alien outpost of some kind (perhaps the outer hull of a crashed spaceship?),
lodged in the middle of an enormous crater. The Snider brothers’ characters “teleported
themselves into the main throne room before the outside-defending Balrogs could attack them,
and were able to destroy the evil device (?) (by dropping a rock on it) and freeing the dragons
from their deep and unnatural slumber.” [34-6]In my opinion, given the tenor of science fiction
and science fantasy in the later Blackmoor adventures, this might be a hint that aliens from
another planet — as featured in Snider’s Star Empires campaign, which included coordinates for
the planet where Blackmoor resided — were capturing dragons and putting them in suspended
animation, perhaps in the hopes of taking them off planet. Neither of the Snider brothers’
superheroes survived this deadly encounter, although Arneson noted that “an offspring took
over Richard’s holding.” This was the last major event in Dave’s campaign: “After that point,” he
wrote, “the game has rarely seen the old bunch back together for long enough to do
anything.” [34-7] Blackmoor would be revived several times, however, beginning in the
1980s.The cohesive games would continue sporadically after that point, but Dave’s move to
Lake Geneva — putting the needs of business before play — would soon lure several other
former Blackmoor gamers to Wisconsin as well. The play group would therefore gradually break
apart and turn to other pursuits. (If I can learn any more details of the final games that transpired
before Dave’s departure for Lake Geneva, those stories will be told here.)I would like to take this
moment to honor the original Blackmoor Bunch, whose notorious shenanigans beginning in
April of 1971 opened Gary Gygax’s eyes to the wonderful and limitless potential of fantasy role-



playing. Without their audacious and creative play, Dungeons & Dragons as we know it today
would not exist. Gentlemen, for four and a half glorious decades of dungeon adventures (and
counting), I salute you! * * * * * The Blackmoor game was not the only campaign that Dave
Arneson had left behind in the Twin Cities, however. By 1976, Professor M. A. R. Barker’s
Tékumel science fantasy campaign was also going strong. Player Jeff Berry (whose new magic-
user resident in Tékumel was named “Chirine ba Kal”) [34-8] joined Barker’s gaming group in
early ’76, [34-9] and in recent years he has shared some of the interesting stories of that vaunted
day and age. It seems that the mage Chirine began play in the imperial Hall of the Petal Throne,
and Barker’s play group then went on to explore the exotic reaches of Tékumel far and wide.
The group would at times delve into the Jakalla Underworld (Tékumel’s “mega-dungeon”) in
search of technological artifacts of the Ancients. [34-10]Later on, Professor Barker even got to
play in Arneson’s Blackmoor campaign. It seems that the good Professor even conspired with
Dave to transport several Tékumel players’ characters, including Chirine, on a sailing vessel
which journeyed into the frigid ocean near to Blackmoor’s misty shores. [34-11] Finding land,
the mariners then sailed into Blackmoor Bay proper and soon encountered Gertie, the infamous
dragon matriarch. The she-dragon swooped up with whirlwind-wing and baleful eye, and
naturally a wave of mortal panic swept the deck crew. The piratical Captain Harchar and his
frantic crew members all ran about in terror as the dragon left her cave to observe the ship’s
encroaching passage. Chirine, however, was fated to have been descended from the vaunted
Dragon Lords of Tékumel, and so he called out to Gertie in Ancient Nlyssa (the Dragon Tongue).
[34-12]Dave Arneson, expecting a battle, was taken aback. Not knowing how to respond to
Jeff’s bold and daring ploy, he decided that a reaction roll was in order. Lo, the capricious Gods
of Randomness were (for that moment) in Chirine’s favor, and so a dangerous battle was
narrowly averted through careful role-play. Gertie then became a friendly ally of Chirine and his
honorable companions. [34-13]Dave was very eager to subject the unsuspecting Tékumel
players to his sprawling Blackmoor dungeon levels, but they were all much too wary to dare the
descent. Instead, the players’ characters explored the entire Barony and “generally made a
mess of things.” [34-14] Few people indeed were willing to mess with these mysterious
draconian-magicked outsiders who had quickly managed to win the mighty Gertie’s favor!
Gertie and Chirine spoke at length throughout their journeys in Blackmoor, sharing draconian
lore. [34-15] Being “aliens,” the rest of the outsiders were incapable of communicating with the
Blackmoor natives, however. Lots of gesturing, mentoring, guessing and improvised role-play
nevertheless entertained the players for several weeks.I would like to believe that these
adventures occurred in late 1976, because that would imply that Dave had time to enjoy with his
friends soon after his sad departure from TSR (a tale we will tell later in this volume). However,
the exact timeline for this glimpse of Tékumel’s daring Blackmoorian Argonauts remains elusive.
Perhaps in the future, more will be revealed to me and I will be able to share with you several and
deeper secrets from Blackmoor’s hazy legendry … * * * * * For a while, however, play time was
over.In deciding to work for TSR, Dave was making a conscious decision to devote his time to



business and game development instead of running the Blackmoor games. He had accepted
Gary’s offer of employment in late 1975. [34-16] He had originally intended to move to Lake
Geneva before the end of the year, but for various reasons he did not move until January and his
start at TSR was thus delayed until the middle of the month. [34-17]He was hired as TSR’s
Research Director, [34-18] which basically means that he was responsible for identifying the
most promising games which were being designed outside of Lake Geneva (and primarily in the
Twin Cities!) for potential publication under the banner of TSR. He also researched military
history to develop various wargames and articles for the company (and for his own games
outside the company’s purview, too). When we consider the Blackmoor experiment
(1971-1972), The Dungeons of Pasha Cada (1972), Star Probe (1974-1975) and Empire of the
Petal Throne (1975), it becomes obvious that Gary was duly impressed by the brilliant creativity
exhibited by the many eccentric Minnesota game masters. If Dave could harness all that power
for TSR, that would enrich the company’s coffers and offerings considerably. And certainly, the
temptation of publishing with Gary’s lucrative enterprise (for advertising, reach, prestige, and
market share) would serve to limit much of the potential competition to be faced by Dungeons &
Dragons!Tim Kask was probably introduced to Dave Arneson face to face that January, but it
must be said that there was considerable friction from the start. Tim noted with some confusion,
“For whatever reason, [Dave] barely deigned to acknowledge my very existence.” [34-19] Some
of the details of what transpired between these two respectable men are regrettable and not
worthy of print; more to the point, however, it seems that Tim may have contacted Dave in late
1975 when he was struggling mightily to create Supplement II from Dave’s disorganized notes
from the Blackmoor campaign. Dave (purportedly) was quite short and rude with Tim when Tim
had been seeking help, perhaps belittling his intelligence. Considering the immensely difficult
job that Tim had inherited on Dave’s behalf, and the fact that TSR was trying to popularize
Dave’s contributions to fantasy role-playing, such conduct might be justly deemed less than
chivalrous.Dave may have also taken later offense when he discovered that Tim’s edit had
turned Blackmoor into something quite different from what he had submitted to Gary Gygax.
Please note that this is speculation on my part, but this development might have caused Dave to
become wary of Tim’s talents as an editorial redeveloper. There may have also been a control
issue over who truly “owned” the interpretation of Blackmoor which would be shared with the
players of Dungeons & Dragons far and wide. Dave had probably also been puzzled by the
published pieces of D&D lore in Supplement II which had originated with Steve Marsh, whose
underwater adventure materials — devised far outside the reaches of Blackmoor and its well-
established setting — bore no resemblance to the frogmen and other water monsters already
found in Dave’s own campaign.Arguably, Dave had legitimate reasons to be wary of TSR’s
redesign process. His original Blackmoor notes had been metamorphosed into Dungeons &
Dragons by Gary, and then his further notes had been turned into Blackmoor by Tim. Both of
these published works were flawed and yet excellent, in my opinion. But neither product, it
seems, bears much resemblance to Arneson’s own materials, or to his creative vision of what a



role-playing campaign should really be. Wouldn’t Dave then — quite reasonably — be extremely
guarded in offering further rough drafts to Tim and Gary for publication?In Tim’s and Gary’s
defense, however, I will state my own further opinion on the matter: Arneson’s notes were
notoriously difficult for anyone and everyone to comprehend. I offer The First Fantasy
Campaign, as published by Judge’s Guild, in support of my argument that Dave’s brilliant
submissions were very difficult for others to comprehend. He was absolutely a master idea
generator, but he was never very good at putting those ideas into print.By the end of 1975, Tim
had had quite enough of Blackmoor’s difficult-to-decipher minutiae, as I chronicled at length in
Book III of HAWK & MOOR. As a reward of sorts for getting Blackmoor into publishable shape,
Gary then encouraged Tim to compile and edit his own Dungeons & Dragons Supplement,
which would come to be known as Eldritch Wizardry. (Gary and Brian would devise the arcane
writing of EW, while Tim would perform the gray magics of redevelopment and editing.)This
would become the common situation in the office’s editorial department. Future TSR employee
Steve Marsh once remembered that Tim had a “work in progress (WIP) bowl,” which served as
his inbox. “Gary would give direction to Tim,” Steve recalled, “who would edit it all into final
products. Tim would get clues as to where [the material] came from when Gary would tell him
which names went into the credits. That, of course, left Tim with a lot of questions … still
unanswered as to where some things came from. And, it meant that Tim was often doing very
difficult work.” [34-20]But that simply went with the territory at TSR. As later Dragon editor Gary
“Jake” Jaquet once noted, in those early days the worthy Tim “had all sorts of responsibilities
within the company: everything from sweeping floors to editing The Strategic Review to working
on the D&D supplements, as did all the [other] people in the company at that time.” [34-21] * * * *
* Blackmoor in the meantime (in February of 1976) had received mixed to negative reviews, but
Tim had proven himself as an editor to be reckoned with … people could understand and
appreciate his printed rules, and he could work within deadlines. Both Gary and Brian were
eager to put more D&D supplements into print. Worthy Tim — strictly avoiding Arneson and
focusing on his own and others’ creative contributions — worked very quickly indeed as the EW
manuscript began to take on its own unique and chaotic shape.Remarkably, Eldritch Wizardry
does not appear to have even been mentioned as such in late 1975, but would somehow hit the
shelves in April. I note with interest that the title of Eldritch Wizardry was copyrighted effective
January 15th, [34-22] and would be deemed officially published on April 27th, and first available
to the public on May 1st. [34-23]In other words, it appears that Eldritch Wizardry was conceived,
drafted, edited, revised, illustrated, mocked up, printed and published in a little over 100 days. A
lot of this was due to TSR’s urgent comprehension of the emerging con market, where year-long
sales of quality products would first manifest themselves. As Tim Kask recalled of this time, “We
were under tremendous pressure to feed the monster that we had created; dealers, distributors
and store owners wanted new product. The players kept clamoring for more and more. It
became imperative that we have at least one new product for every convention
season.” [34-24]In other words, D&D supplements needed to be ready for purchase in the



looming month of June, if not (preferably) even sooner.Gary and Brian Blume collaborated on
the ideas within the volume (particularly the artifacts), and it seems that Gary solely designed
the demons, while Tim worked on psionics (which were from Steve Marsh originally), provided
the edits, and lent cohesion to the whole.Simultaneously, Tim was also busy with editing and
completing issues of The Strategic Review. Issue #6 (Volume 2, Number 1) was published on
February 1st. [34-25] Perhaps 1,500 copies of this issue were printed. There were two major
D&D innovations in this issue: the new Gygaxian alignment system, and Doug Schwegman’s
intricate and compelling character class write-up for the bard.Gary’s philosophical article was
formally entitled “The Meaning of Law and Chaos in Dungeons and Dragons and Their
Relationships to Good and Evil.” This ambitious treatise gives us an idea of the types of
metagame rules elaborations which Gary would obsess over in the years to come, as he
conceptualized Advanced Dungeons & Dragons. Tim Kask recalled this piece as one of his
early favorites, because it “made you think about the nature of alignments. Up until this point,
too many [D&D players] saw Law and Good as the same ideas. It was the first [article] to
delineate the differences between behaviors and propensities. It showed just how very hard it
was to claim to be neutral; being a true neutral-neutral was a lifelong calling in itself.” [34-26]In
delineating the Law & Chaos axis as a philosophical paradigm entirely separate from the more
ethical axis of Good & Evil, we know that Gary was thinking of the tales told by Poul Anderson
and Michael Moorcock, which concerned the internal conflicts endured by mythic champions.
More specifically, he might have been recalling an episode in Moorcock’s Dead God’s
Homecoming (in Chapter Four), in which the lawful entity Darnizhaan convinces Elric to rethink
his destiny as a result of shared revelations concerning the cosmic balance. These revelations
involve the Lords of Chaos and Law battling to dominate one another despite the constrictions of
overpowering Fate, with Chaos seeking short-term glory over Earth and Law seeking a long-
term sacrificial reconstruction of the world. Elric commits many acts, both noble and evil, in
pursuit of his new destiny and while toiling through the demands of his conflicting loves, loyalties
and beliefs. In the best stories, the world of epic fantasy was not always painted in black and
white; there were fascinating tales to be told in the name of principled conundrums and moral
ambiguity. In short, adding complexity to alignment made room in D&D for conflicted, evolving,
and antiheroic characters.It is clear from the article’s diagrams that Gary was still struggling to
iron out the implied axial complexities of improved alignment to his own satisfaction. His goal in
doing so was “to enable the DM to role-play the ‘monsters’ encountered by the player party and
[to] judge the players’ manner of enacting the role[s] of their separate PCs.” [34-27]While the
alignment grid shows lines for Good & Evil and Law & Chaos all intersecting in a core of
Neutrality, the four “gray” alignments (Chaotic Neutral, Lawful Neutral, Neutral Evil and Neutral
Good) do not yet seem to exist. Neutral Evil in particular appears to be silently acknowledged,
with six creature types (assassins, beholders, black dragons, ogres, wererats and white
dragons) straddling the line between Lawful and Chaotic Evil. Similarly, Conan’s god Crom is
called “completely chaotic, having no predisposition towards either good or evil,” but the



alignment of Chaotic Neutral which fits this description exactly is not specified as a viable option
in the game.Some of the printed designations might well be very surprising to a modern DM who
is only familiar with AD&D and later editions of the game. Vampires in this article are considered
to be the essence of Lawful Evil, but in the 1977 Monster Manual they would become “the most
dreaded of the chaotic evil undead.” [34-28] Druids are described as “neutral — although
slightly predisposed toward evil actions.” (!) That is quite a difference from the neutral druid who
would be able to multi-class with the exclusively good ranger class in 1985. And to underline
just how far Gary’s later game would move from these 1976 ideas, he wrote too in this article
that “most of humanity falls into the lawful category, and most of lawful humanity lies near the
line between good and evil. With proper leadership the majority will be prone towards lawful/
good. Few humans are chaotic, and very few are chaotic and evil.” It is difficult to imagine a
World of Greyhawk — with its 1980 map filled with human-population alignment majorities of
every possible distinction — where the majority of human NPCs and PCs could be considered
lawful neutral! And where on Oerth do all of the villains and heroes from pulp fantasy literature fit
into such a noncommittal configuration?
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Colin A. Brodd, “Another AWESOME installment in the history of GreyHAWK, BlackMOOR, and
D&D!. Another AWESOME installment in the history of GreyHAWK, BlackMOOR, and D&D (and
thus RPGs in general). Kelly's research sheds some much-desired light on the origins of our
Hobby. This installment covers the period leading up the the beginnings of AD&D 1st edition
(and "Basic" D&D), formed from the glorious mess of OD&D. There are the beginnings of sci-fi
RPGs with Metamorphosis Alpha, the beginnings of potential rival companies with Judge's
Guild, an odd detour into sci-fi/fantasy blends with Blackmoor's City of the Gods and
Greyhawk's Expedition to the Barrier Peaks, and such. The real beginnings of demons and
devils as antagonists in D&D is explored as well, with the glimmerings of the origin of the
"Satanic Panic" that attacked D&D in the 1980s. I can't wait for the next installment!”

Ed, “Can't wait for more. I wish there were more of these.  Very detailed and descriptive.”

Armand Rosamilia, “More Dungeons And More Dragons!. Another great installment of this
series. I can't wait for the rest! More insight into the behind the scenes happenings with D&D,
and it wasn't always nice and friendly or easy... love the stories about the old campaigns, too...
keep these coming!”

Fernandez, “A must read. As for the previous books, Kent David Kelly delivers an almost day to
day history of the creation and evolution of the D&D game, including tons of anecdotes
concerning not only the real world events (evolution of TSR and all of its team) but also of
famous pioneer campaigns. Simply pure happiness as you travel back to these golden years.”

The book by Kent David Kelly has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 11 people have provided feedback.
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